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Automation 
of fuel retail
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Smart flexible system for 
end-to-end automation 

of fuel retail
GasNet
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Filling station 
monitoring

▪Strict implementation of business 
processes customized in 
accordance with retailer’s needs 

▪Monitoring of filling station 
activities 

▪Data analysis and abuse detection 
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Equipment 
management

▪Supported equipment of all world 
leading producers 

▪Automatic equipment search and 
configuration  

▪Real-time equipment status 
monitoring
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Management 
of filling 
station 
network

▪Real-time data collection and 
analysis 

▪Reports on fuel movement and 
balance 

▪Forecasting of fuel movement 
and balance 
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Why GasNet?

▪Case-by-case approach: 
system is customized 
according to client’s 
business needs


▪Support service


▪Quick integration with any 
new equipment


▪Filling station staff training


Cooperation with local 
representatives that: 

▪passed GasNet training


▪have GasNet certificate


▪experienced in local 
specific


4000 + 
filling 
stations 
in 9 countries 

25+ years 
of expertise
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Why GasNet? 
Current level of filling station automation in Nigeria 

is very similar to the Russia's one  in 1999

Filling station staff steal money 
using various tricks

http://www.gasnet.ng/
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Why GasNet? 

Statistically, ~1% of the fuel is stolen 
by filling station staff
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Why GasNet? 

Few dozens K USD 
 lost by each station annually 

because of stealing! 
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Why GasNet? 

Gasnet may save few dozens K USD annually! For 
each station!

Your money 
saved

GasNet Total 
control
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Mid-size filling station 
network may save up to 

 1M USD annually!
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Among our clients

Alrosa 

Gazprom Neft       

TransGaz

Office of the 
President 
of Russian 
Federation 

USA Consulate 
in Tajikistan

http://www.gasnet.ng/
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Real-time fuel movement 
monitoring system for Tajikistan 
Taxation Committee.

Today the system’s deployment progress is 50%; system is currently generating income 
of more than one million USD per month.

Among our 
projects

1400 
gas stations

30 
tank farms

11 
gas storage 

stations

200 
fuel truck and 

gas trucks
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Thank you!
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